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I. Basic Logic of Evaluation 
Recent years have seen many progr<m1S devoted to "treating" imprisoned criminal 
offenders, programs which have elicited both enthusiastic espousal and vigorous criticism 
from interested parties. Legal and political controversy have also resulted from these 
efforts. 

In this article an attempt is made to try to help clarify the situation by considering 
the very fundamental logical ideas involved both in determining what effects of a 
treatment program might be, and in considering whether or not to implement such a 
program. Logic alone cannot, of course, make the critical determinations; however, 
without a common framework of logic, ultimate agreement and reasonable resolution 
of conflict among disputants are all but impossible, and a rational approach to knowledge 
and decisions cannot be evolved. 

The logic of treatment evaluation will be presented first; then Patuxent Institution, 
a widely-known institution with a treatment program for offenders, will be examined 
in the light of those principles. The keys to this presentation are, first, the conceptualizing 
of the logic of the "Ideal Case," that is, a situation postulated to possess certain proper
ties, and then, second, the comparison of that situation with more practical ones in 
the real world. 

The Logic of Treatment in the Ideal Situation 
The basic unit in the overall logic of treatment is the "case." Each case is thought of 
as having a "diagnosis." To all cases within any given diagnostic class, a specific "treat
ment" is applied by the individual in a position to make and implement decisions 
about the case. All cases of a given diagnosis who undergo a specific treatment end up, 
after the lapse of a period of time, with some specific "outcome." Thus, in the ideal 
situation diagnosis leads to treatment, which in turn leads to outcome. All members of 
any diagnostic class are homogeneous; all separate treatments (within the specific class 
of treatments given to each member of the diagnostic class) are identical and the 
outcome classes are also homogeneous. Thus, in effect, diagnosis-treatment-outcome 
combined categories are the result when the individuals in each of the component 
classes are uniform or homogeneous. 

Diagnosis, treatment, and outcome can be considered separately and are usually 
thought of that way. Each represents a separate classification of a pattern either of 
observations or of operations performed by someone. Such classifications can be made 
in many ways, as long as they are made consistently. However, for purposes of rational 
decision-making about treatment (including treatment of offe~lders in prison), these 
classifications are valuable only insofar as they lead to homogeneous total classes. In 
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essence a case manager must be able to predict that if he treats the case in front of him 
in a certain way, a certain outcome will occur. If treating cases of the same diagnosis 
with the same treatment leads to different outcomes, the treater's rational decision
making is compromised to the degree that those outcomes lack homogeneity. Indeed, if 
an outcome is unpredictable, there is no rational decision-making at all, but merely a 
random, a magical, or a stereotyped assignment of treatment to a case at hand. 

Medical men have become accustomed to thinking of diagnostic classifications as 
"diseases," as if there were such a phenomenon as a disease. It is evident on reflection 
that whatever basis a diagnostic classification in medicine may have, be it similarity 
of symptoms, findings, pathological anatomy, or other, the classification functions so 
as to achieve homogeneity of cases in a diagnostic class with respect to outcome under 
different conditions of treatment. (Thus the "natural history" of a "disease" is the 
expected course of that disease when there is no effective treatment.) 

If, for example, there were a "disease" of a particular pattern of symptoms, etc., such 
that under any condition of treatment some got well and some didn't, and if it were 
discovered that there existed some characteristic, the presence of which was associated 
with getting well and the absence of which was associated with not getting well, two 
diagnostic classifications would necessarily result, just as different diagnostic classifica
tions would emerge from a single one if a particular agent, such as a virus, were 
associated with some of the cases within the larger diagnostic group but not with others. 
The search for homogeneous D-T-O categories occurs in any treatment-oriented art, 
whether it be medicine, engineering, or brewing beer. 

Formation of Categories 

It would surely be desirable if somehow homogeneous D-T-O categories presented 
themselves to mankind. But they do not; such categories must be found. And the only 
way to find them is by laborious trial and error. That is, every possible combination of 
diagnostic observations must be tried with every possible treatment modality combina
tion, and each separate diagnostic-treatment combination must be evaluated according 
to all possible outcome-evaluation combinations. 

For example, suppose 5 treatments exist, and suppose individuals presented for 
treatment can be diagnostically evaluated according to six characteristics, each of which 
has only two values, present or absent. There are 26 or 64 possible diagnostic classes. 
If each treatment were applied to each diagnostic class, there would be 5 treatments X 
64 diagnostic classes, or 320 diagnostic-treatment classes. Let us assume 2 possible out
comes. There then occurs the possibility of 320 diagnostic-treatment classes X 2 
outcomes, or 640 D-T-O classes. (The situation now under discussion is that of forming 

the appropriate classes, when no such homogeneity is available in advance and each 
diagnostic-treatment combination is likely to lead to several outcome possibilities. 
Treatment decision-making in the ideal situation presupposes that homogeneous D-T-O 
categories already exist.) Assuming that 6 individuals are necessary to fill out a class 
for some kind of evaluative assurance, 640 D-T-O categories X 6 individuals per D-T-O 
category, or a minimum of 3810 individuals, would be required to establish D-T-O classes 
in which a decision-maker would still have only minimal assurance because of the small 
numbers in each class. 

Notice that although in the hypothetical example there are 64 possible diagnostic 
patterns, if any of them yields homogeneous D-T-O categories, further analysis may be 
indicated regarding the possibility of higher-order conjoint or disjoint categories 
especially with respect to any given treatment. For example. suppose that eight diagnostic 
patterns yielded homogeneous D-T-O categories with respect to Treatment # l. That 
is, if any individual with any of the eight diagnostic patterns were treated with Treat
ment # I, the outcome would be the same as for other individuals with any of those 
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patterns treated with Treatment # 1. Suppose these were the eight patterns with respect 
to the six diagnostic parameters: 

Outcome 
Pattern Parameter with 
Number A B C D E F Treatment #1 

I + + + + + + + 
2 + + + + + + 
3 + + + + + + 
4 + + + + + 
5 + + + + + + 
6 + + + + + 
7 + + + + + 
8 + + + + 

It is apparent from inspection of the Table that the results of Diagnostic Parameters 
D, E, and F are irrelevant to the D-T-O patterns but that the presence (+) of Param
eters A, B, C leads to a homogeneous D-T-O category when Treatment # I is applied. 
The A+, B+, C+ Diagnostic category is a higher-order combined category than the 
first-order categories which take all possible observational parameters into account. That 
then represents a conjoirlt higher-order diagnostic category. 

Similarly there might be a disjoint higher-order diagnostic category of such nature, 
say, that if either A and Bare +, or if C and Dare +, or if E and Fare +, the categories 
are homogeneous with respect to outcome if a given treatment is applied. 

Formation of such higher-order conjoint or disjoint categories may be useful in a 
search for homogenous categories. It is apparent that they will not be formulated unless 
they are sought. The process of seeking and testing them appropriately, however, is 
subject to the same limitations as exist for lower-order, more basic D-T-O categories. 

In the medical field, doctors no longer go through such an exhausting exhaustive 
procedure to formulate D-T-O categories. They take heuristic short-cuts that eliminate 
many steps. They perform only a small number of the total possible diagnostic evalu
ation procedures; they subject cases to only a small number of possible treatments, and 
they usually evaluate according to a small number of criteria. 

In such short-cut situations doctors often use a method which is based on the notion 
of determining whether two phenomena are different from each other. The notion is 
that of the controlled observation. In brief the logic of the controlled observation is 
this: If two phenomena are identical and are treated identically with respect to every
thing except a single parameter, any differences in outcome are results of the application 
of that parameter of treatment. In practice the difficulty is obtaining identical starting 
conditions and single treatment parameters, though for some physical and chemical 
phenomena, one can obtain practical identity. 

That difficulty leads to a requirement in behavior studies for statistical controls. A 
statistical control involves the selection for observation of groups of individuals who 
are at least as similar as possible if not identical. When a behavioral experiment is 
conducted, statistical control is provided by randomly dividing subjects into experimental 
and control groups. It is assumed that the groups are identical at the start even if the 
individuals aren't. The experiment is conducted as if the individtials are identical. Any 
differences between the experimental and control groups are regarded as the results 
either of chance factors or of the application of the experimental procedure to the 
experimental group. If the differences are not great (i.e. less than a certain level of 
significance), the experimenter concludes that chance factors accounted for the differ
ences. If the differences are great enough so that it is sufficiently unlikely that chance 
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factors alone were responsible, the conclusion is that the experimental procedure was 
the important factor leading to the differences. 

Post facto studies observing differences between groups are based upon similar logic. 
Both groups are considered identical in principle, except with one significant difference 
which corresponds to the application of an experimental procedure. E.g., members of 
paired contrasting comparison groups, such as blacks and whites, males and females, 
smokers vs. non-smokers, etc., are all considered to be equivalent as people, and as 
people they are divided into two groups according to the comparison characteristic 
evaluated. Except for that characteristic they are expected to be identical. If secondary 
observed differences exist between the groups, the conclusion is that the primary 
observed difference is the important factor related to the secondary difference. E.g., if 
many of a group of smokers all have lung cancer and few of a group of non-smokers 
have lung cancer, the conclusion is that the smoking was the important factor related 
to the cancer. 

The real problem in post fflcto studies lies in the assumption that the populations 
observed are identical in every respect except the primary factor observed. For example, 
if one were to observe a difference in cancer incidence between a group of smokers and 
of non-smokers, and if half the smokers also worked in asbestos factories, the conclusion 
that the primary factor of smoking led to the increased secondary factor of cancer 
incidence would be highly questionable. 

From the standpoint of logic, any lack of identity between two such groups casts into 
question the conclusion that the primary factor is related to the serondary factor. Of 
course, it does not prove that the conclusion is not true. (l\fany propositions which 
are logically uncertain are, nevertheless, true.) It merely indicates that the evidence 
does not prove the association. 

Whenever statistical control exists, careful examination of the assumption of identity 
between the groups may indicate lack of identity, and that confounds the ronclusions. 
The greater the seeming relevance of the lack of identity to the outcome observations, 
the greater the questionability of the conclusions. Although lack of identity can be a 
problem in such experiments, it can often be considerably controlled in advance of 
the experiment. In post facto studies of different groups in nature, there is no way of 
controlling lack of identity. If serious confounding problems occur, one must look 
further to other groups to try to evaluate the potential significance of the ronfounding 
lacks of identity. 

The preceding discussion has mostly been aimed at the formation of diagnostic cate
gories; the formation of treatment categories represellts a similar endeavor. Each 
potential treatment category represellts a combination of treatment operations which 
can be deployed under the control of the case-manager. Notice, however, that the 
definition of treatment classifications differs from the definitions of diagnostic and 
outcome classifications. The latter two represent observations made upon the case, while 
the treatment classification represents observations upon the case-manager. 

A case occurs over a time span. Diagnosis represents the classifications of conditions 
of the case at the start of case-management, while outcome represents conditions of 
the case at the end of a period of time of case management. Treatment classifications 
represent conditions of (or applied to) the case during the period of case-management. 
It can be seen that conditions imposed upon the case by the manager represent only a 
portion of all the conditions of the case during the treatment period. A more rompre
hensive aim of the search for homogeneous categories should be Before-Intermediate
After categories rather than D-T-O categories. Diagnosis-I ntermediate-Outcome cate
gories also represent a larger group of categories than D-T-O categories. 

D-T-O categories are used in case-management because treatment categories represent 
the operations which are under the control of the case manager. The others are con-
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sidered irrelevant. However, some diagnostic-intermediate-outcome categories may be 
highly homogeneous (individuals with stomach cancer who leap from 15th story windows 
form a highly homogeneous category), and if members of those combined categories 
are not kept separate from others in similar diagnostic categories, case-managers who 
have to make use of the appropriate categorical information may be misled. It makes 
a difference whether a patient, within a year after a surgical operation, dies from his 
cancer, from a post-operative complication, or from an auto accident. 

Statistical Categories 
Experience does not reveal homogeneous D-T-O cases such as postulated in the ideal 
situation. Not only is there ambiguity with respect to aspects of diagnostic observations, 
treatment operations and outcome evaluation. but also the fact alone that multiple 
inftuences may affect outcome precludes rigid control and precludes D·T·O homogeneity. 

Thus actual working categories are "statistical" D-T-O categories. For example, in 
dealing with oft'enders one might be able to say something like "75% of individuals in 
Diagnostic Class I with no treatment recidivated. while 25% did not recidivate." Or one 
might be able to say "30% of individuals in Diagnostic Class 2 who received no treat
ment were arrested for felonies involving physical violence and injury to innocent victims 
within a period of two years of being discharged from prison and being exposed to the 
community." Notice that the criteria in the second example are more specific than in 
the first. Obviously more specific categories require more observational subjects and 
investigative effort to obtain. The principle that the experience of the past is the only 
guide to the future leads to the use of figures derived from observation as the basis of 
an "expectation," or prediction for future observations. The usefulness of offender 
statistics as a basis for future expectations is likely to be somewhat proportional to the 
similarity between groups observed in the past and groups to be observed in the future. 
A high degree of similarity may not always exist. 

The above discussion has centered on a strong and simple logical form, the ideal case 
of D-T-O categories and a weaker practical case of statistical D-T-O categories. A related 
functional model is used in parole prediction. namely the regression model. In the 
regression model each individual is evaluated on many characteristics and is given a 
final composite or resultant score. On the basis of that score, a prediction is made based 
on correlation of scores with some outcome criterion. e.g., recidivism. 

The general approach to formulation of such recidivism prediction scores is this. 
Just as in the statistical D-T-O effort. a group of prison releases is evaluated on a set 
of observable characteristics. After a period of time. outcome criterion data. recidivism 
vs. non-recidivism, are collected. Each characteristic is correlated with the outcome 
criterion. Those characteristics which have a sufficient correlation are combined, usually 
in a simple sum (though more complex combination methods can be used), to form an 
index score. The index score is in turn correlated with the criterion. For example, 
number of previous offenses, age at first offense. grade attained in school, previous 
imprisonments, etc. might be characteristics evaluated in each potential releasee. A score 
of I or 0 might be assigned to each item depending on the situation in each case. The 
sum of the scores of each characteristic evaluated would be the index score. An equation 
called a "regression equation," relating index score to likelihood of recidivism. can be 
developed. On the basis of the regression equation a prediction can be formulated 
for each case. 

Furthermore. an estimate can be made as to the likelihood of error for each score. 
E.g .. one might be able to say that a score of 80 or more would be expected to cover 
70% of recidivists and only 30% of non-recidivists; a score of 85 or more would cover 
65% of recidivists and only 15% of non-recidivists. while a score of 90 or more would 
cover 60% of recidivists and only 2% of non-recidivists. 
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Decision-Making 

The logic of decision-making requires one other consideration, that of value. For 
example, for any given diagnostic category, there are many potential treatments, thus 
several D-T-O categories. Each different treatment is likely to bring about different 
effects or a different outcome with respect to that diagnostic category. The principle of 
decision-making is that for any diagnostic category, the decision-maker should select 
the treatment in the D-T-O category which has the relatively most favorable outcome 
in relation to the relatively least unfavorable outcome. 

The basic problem is comparing outcomes so that one can tell not only I) how 
favorable and unfavorable any outcome is, but also 2) the extent to which one is 
favorable and unfavorable compared to others. Some kind of scales of comparison are 
required, scales that have strong mathematical properties so that the values can be 
calculated in a manner analogous to money calculations. 

The required means of placing values objectively on different potential outcomes (or 
on different D-T-O categories) are in general not available. Nevertheless, in practical 
situations a kind of subjective evaluation and computation does take place and must 
take place, as, for example, in medicine, whenever a patient undergoes treatment, 
especially when it is on a completely voluntary basis. The problem, of course, is that 
there is no uniform comparison scale by means of which one can come up with a "net 
utility score" for each alternative treatment possibility within a specific diagnostic 
class. Who can balance a 50% chance of cure with a 20% chance of losing a leg against 
a 40% chance of cure with a 10% chance of losing an arm? Yet despite considerable 
imprecision and absence of facts in the medical field, patients decide every day what 
kinds of treatments to accept for their ailments after considering some kind of informed 
calculation of the potential risks and benefits. Doctors also decide which treatments 
to recommend for which ailments, despite incomplete information. The differences 
between treatments, however, are usually gross ones (there is no real argument between 
the use of digitalis or appendectomy for cases fulfilling diagnostic criteria for "appendi
citis"), and most medical recommendation decisions are easily made. 

Because there are generally only two alternatives, release or incarceration, decisions 
about offenders in relation to potential recidivism might seem even easier to make. 
Actually they are more difficult. The differences between individuals who will recidivate 
and those who won't are ambiguous, and no gross reliable criteria exist for differentiation 
of the two classes. Thus all decision-making in this field must be on a statistical basis. 

Furthermore, these decisions are not made by the individuals who suffer personally 
when the statistical decisions work out badly. They are made by legal authorities (who 
don't suffer directly), and they are public policy decisions. What should be the basis 
of public policy decisions regarding offenders or potential offenders? 

Let us consider a hypothetical example. Assume that it could be shown that members 
of diagnostic class Alpha are expected to commit a property felony within two years of 
discharge from prison, such that on the average, for each 100 men released, $10,000 worth 
of property will be stolen or otherwise destroyed. All individuals in the class are alike 
(the definition of a diagnostic class). It is assumed that there is no way to improve 
monitoring of class members in the community so that the loss can't be reduced. How 
can one determine whether to parole or not to parole an individual in that diagnostic 
class (really a group of individuals, for the same considerations hold for all in the 
group) if he is eligible 2 years before his maximum sentence expires? 

One might first consider the financial considerations. The total cost of paroling these 
offenders is the $10,000 in property loss, the costs in inconvenience to the owners of the 
property, the costs to police departments in seeking the offenders, the court and other 
judicial processing costs, and the costs of incarceration for those who are again sent to 
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prison. There are other potential effects from the ordinary risks that an individual will 
commit crime or otherwise impose some cost on society. 

The cost of retaining those same offenders in prison is the actual cost of incarceration, 
the costs of maintaining the families of the men who are in prison, the costs in incon
venience to those individuals who would not recidivate and are unnecessarily retained 
in prison, the potential costs of damage to or by the individuals in question that would 
OCcur because they were in a prison, and the potential costs of nimes committed by 
individuals retained longer, upon their eventual release. Assuming no other considera
tions, the decision regarding parole is easy in principle to make. All one has to do is 
add up the costs of paroling and the costs of not paroling and choose the alternative 
that costs least. 

Many of the factors noted above are highly subjective, though. How can one assign 
a dollar value to the inconvenience suffered by a crime victim, be he a victim of either 
a property crime or a personal crime? How can one assign a dollar value to being 
confined unnecessarily in prison for a period of two years? 

Another intangible that cannot be assessed accurately but which is a consequence of 
such legal decisions is the impact upon the public. Above and beyond the immediate 
emotional reactions people have to various decisions, there are two fundamental 
considerations. On one hand, people feel they have a right to be protected by their 
government and legal agencies, and they expect to be so protected. Actions which 
indicate that the protection function is not being fulfilled are quite costly. On the other 
hand, however, people wish assurance that they will be protected from arbitrary actions 
of government itself, that is, that a person will not be deprived of liberty or property 
unless he is actually guilty of a crime, and that the punishment will fit the crime. There 
is, of course, no solution to the conflicts between these two fundamental considerations, 
though eternal vigilance can perhaps help to preserve some kind of equilibrium. In any 
case the dispositions of such cases are likely to have definite, if not determinable, effects 
on these fundamental considerations of public opinion. 

There is another cost, namely the moral one to the decision maker. It is one thing 
to observe someone suffering because of the actions of another. It is another thing for 
a person himself to impose suffering on another. The moral cost to a decision-maker 
of erroneously incarcerating (or keeping incarcerated) a non-recidivist is a high one 
that also must be included in the computations. 

Thus, when prediction of recidivism is made on the basis of regression scores, the 
decision-maker must determine where the cut-off point should be. All individuals beyond 
the cut-off point are retained (thus creating an expectancy of a certain range of 
"false positives"), and all below the cut-off are released (creating an expectancy of a 
certain range of "false negatives"). In essence the decision-maker must determine the 
false positives and false negatives at each possible cut-off score, and appraise the "value" 
at each of those cut-off scores. He then makes his cut-off decision at the point where 
the expected value is greatest. 

It is apparent that the really critical issues in the determination of where to draw 
the lines, and thus whom to release and whom to retain, are at this time either essentially 
unknowable or arbitrary. Making rational decisions in this field is therefore laden with 
caveats, imponderables, and other obstacles which interfere with making good decisions. 
In fact one of the major problems in legal decision-making in this field is that there is 
not a sufficient basis in knowledge to permit even the remote possibility of rational 
decisions. That non-rational decisions are made anyway is well known. Perhaps. how
ever, ultimately the situation and the results can be improved. 

Preventive Detention 
The whole problem is also well-exemplified in decision-making related to preventive 
detention laws. These are designed to protect society from individuals who, if they were 
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not incarcerated, would commit violent and injurious crimes upon innocent victims. 
In many states these laws result in individuals being declared to be "dangerous," and 
they are involuntarily sent to penal or quasi-penal institutions for unpredictable and 
indefinite periods of time. Yet there are nowhere definite before-after studies which have 
systematically delineated relevant D-T-O categories with respect to dangerous individuals. 

How then are determinations of "dangerousness" made when there is no basis in 
knowledge for doing so? The process is an inferential one, called the "clinical" method. 
Indeed, the process ought to be regarded as a mysterious one. for by definition it 
works in mysterious ways. 

The basic process of the clinical method is that "experts" are exposed to many facets 
of a case. They obtain a "case history" from various sources; they "examine" the indi
vidual themselves, and they submit the individual to "tests." (The tests themselves may 
be simple, or they may be "clinically interpreted" and therefore also mysterious.) The 
experts then, either singly or following discussion at a "case conference," give their 
conclusions and opinions based upon their "experience" and their "judgment." The 
process is a mysterious one because there is no analytic method or algorithm which can 
process and integrate the information about the case in a specific manner. (If there 
were an algorithm there would be no need for a clinical method.) The information is 
processed in the experts' hands in a manner that is incapable of precise description or of 
analysis. Ultimately the comlusion rests upon the authority of the experts who make it. 

Although the fact that experts disagree in their opinions is important, it is by no 
means the basic problem in clinical evaluation by authority. The elemental problem 
is that by the clinical method of evaluation, every case is unique. There is, by definition, 
no way in which the expert can know, in the sense of being able to subject to systematic 
analysis. the reason for his conclusion. He has no way of knowing, if he looks at the 
facts of the case on two different occasions, whether extraneous considerations have 
influenced his conclusions on either occasion. He has no way of knowing whether his 
basic processing may have changed from one occasion to another. He has, in short, 
no systematic way of learning from his mistake.s and therefore no way of improving his 
performance. (Indeed, in many of these cases there is no way for him ever to know if 
he has made a mistake, for the experts' opinions are all too often the deciding factor 
in a case. If the psychiatrists say "He's dangerous," the court often incarcerates. There 
is no way to discover if one has made a false positive determination.) Moreover, there 
is no way for an expert himself, let alone some outsider not privy to the thinking of 
any expert, to be able to compare one case with another. Because every case is unique, 
it must be evaluated by the experts in terms of that specific case. 

This is not to say that expert decision-making must be mysterious to outsiders, even 
if the experts present that view. It is possible that experts may come to conclusions in 
mysterious ways but that outsiders can correlate their conclusions with simple facts. 
For example, it is entirely possible that even though a panel of experts may study a 
case for days and thoroughly evaluate it, an outsider, knowing that the case was one 
in which a young man slipped into a woman's apartment, raped her and beat her bloody, 
can reliably predict that the experts will declare him to be dangerous--or indeed that 
the experts would conclude that any multiple offender who has committed a recent 
severe assault is dangerous. Note, however, that the mere facts. either that experts form 
mysterious opinions or that those opinions are often predictable, do not indicate at all 
whether or not the opinions are correct. 

Indeed the final problem with clinical decision-making is that it is often frankly 
wrong. Many studies exist of the relative efficacy of "clinical versus actuarial" decision
making, well reviewed by Sines l and Sawyer,~ and in almost all situations in which 
the two decision-making methods ha,oe been compared, clinicians have been less effective 
than statistical combinational methods. Unfortunately neither method has as high an 
accuracy as is desirable; nevertheless. when the two are compared, the clinical approach 
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appears to be less effective than the statistical. Sawyer's suggestion that "preferences 
among methods reflect something other than efficacy of prediction"3 seems particularly apt. 

From the standpoint of the logic and the procedure, preventive detention is the same 
as parole decision-making. That is, a prediction is made as to whether the individual 
will, if not detained, commit an undesirable act or not. If it is predicted that he will, he 
is detained. From the legal standpoint the situation is somewhat different, however. It 
is ordinary to punish or incarcerate a person after he has been convicted of a crime, 
and he can be retained in prison until the expiration of his sentence. It is extraordinary 
to detain (and thereby punish) a person who has not been and may never be convicted 
of a crime. Although it would be expected, a priori, that in such an extraordinary 
situation unusual attention to safeguards, precision of observations and careful docu
mentation of conclusions within the limits of knowledge available would be adhered to, 
even in this kind of situation the limits of knowledge and rationality are often 
transcended in decisions which vitally affect people's lives. 

Finally it must be pointed out that the logic and methods for evaluation of treatmedt 
for individuals who have been detained preventively are the sarrw as for those who 
have been convicted of a crime beforehand. The problems are a bit greater if there 
have not been crimes in those individuals' past histories, but usually there is something 
like an offense in the past history of an individual before he is considered for preventive 
detention. Obtaining adequate documcntation of offcnsivc behaviors is generally easier, 
howe vcr, if a person has gone through a trial than if he has not. A much larger problem 
may be faced by the psychiatric examiner whcn he has to acquire his own information 
to evaluate an offense than when he has the benefit of a prior trial to provide him 
with many facts. 

We shall look to Patuxent, an institution that is in many respects a model institution, 
for some indications as to how in practice the evaluation criteria in Preventive Detention 
programs are fulfilled and how the conclusions follow from the information presented 
and the logic used. 

II. The Patuxent Institution 

The Defective Delinquent Statute 
The Patuxellt Institution was opened in 1955 in response to a Maryland statute of 19544 

which defined the concept of "Defective Delinquent." The purposes of the law were 
I) to protect society from individuals who would commit violent crimes, 2) to provide 
decent and humane conditions for offenders, and 3) to rehabilitate offenders as well 
as possible through psychiatric treatmcnt. The main mechanism was committing indi
viduals to the Patuxent Institution for an "Indeterminate Scntence." By means of such 
a sentence, society could be protected and treatment continued as long as necessary. 
The range of individuals eligible for indeterminate sentence commitment was limited 
by the restriction of the procedure to those who had been convicted of a crime and 
upon whom sentence had been passed. The definition of a Defective Delinquent is "an 
individual who by the demonstration of persistent aggravated antisocial or criminal 
behavior evidcnces a propensity towards criminal behavior and who is found to have 
either such intellectual deficiency or emotional imbalance or both as to clearly demon
strate an actual danger to society so as to require such confinement and treatment when 
appropriate, as may make it reasonably safc for society to terminate the confinement and 
treatment. "5 

Because the definition epitomizes thc law and the institution, it must be examined in 
some dctail. The definition is multi-facetcd and contains both requirements and dis
positions. The first requirement, "persistent aggravated antisocial or criminal behavior," 
is related to the individual's past history. The word "aggravated" applicd to criminal 
(and antisocial) behavior, for practical purposes, implies offenses in whkh a victim 
was or might easily havc been killed or significantly injured. The word "persistent" 
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here implies that an individual must have been convicted of at least two aggravated 
offenses. 

(Here perhaps too much is presupposed. Though it is not defined, the word 
"aggravated" presumably refers to the anticipation of danger of physical injury or 
death to someone. An ordinary burglary, for example, would not be regarded as an 
aggravated crime; however, a robbery with a loaded gun, an arson of an occupied 
dwelling, a forcible rape, or an injurious assault would probably all qualify as aggravated 
crimes. Also, presumably, the only wayan individual conclusively demonstrates "per
sistence" is by judicial determinations in the form of convictions.) 6 

The second ostensible requirement is that the individual show an intellectual or 
emotional deficiency. In effect that is no substantive requirement. It can be argued that 
anyone who commits at least two aggravated crimes is emotionally deficient, and for 
practical purposes there is no gainsaying that argument. The second requirement is 
thus contained in the first and is a pseudo·requirement. 

Thus the true second requirement is that the individual "clearly demonstrate an 
actual danger to society" (italics added). Presumably, as above, an individual is a 
danger to society when he will commit some criminal act in which someone might 
easily be significantly injured or killed. The specification that there be a "clear demon· 
stration of actual" danger implies an unambiguous indication of danger as opposed 
to a probability or other less definite indication. There are many people who are 
probably dangerous (i.e., some fraction of a group so considered would commit aggra
vated crimes); however, it is a strongly doubtful assumption that a group of individuals 
can be discovered whose numbers would virtually all commit aggravated crimes within 
a reasonable period of time. Yet the statute presupposes such a high degree of certainty. 

The next part of the definition is interesting in that despite its appearance, it does 
not specify a requirement. It specifies a disposition. If a person is dangerous, he must 
be confined and treated. That is the disposition mandated by a finding of danger. 
Though the disposition is mandated only when appropriate, the grounds for appropri· 
ateness are not spelled out in the definition. Confinement has in any case been the 
disposition of individuals diagnosed as defective delinquent. Interestingly the law does 
not specify what the institutional disposition should be of those individuals for whom 
the second pan of the statutory disposition, i.e., treatment, is inappropriate (i.e., if 
they refuse to cooperate). To keep them in a treatment facility seems foolish. Yet for 
those troublesome cases there seems to be no satisfactory alternative disposition to 
retention in Patuxent, though Section 16d of Article 31 B7 allows the transfer of inmates 
to prison. 

It is finally implied, but not mandated, that confinement and treatment may be 
terminated when such action is reasonably safe for society. This further implication 
is also interesting, for it suggests a differentiation between a person who is being 
considered for incarceration when, at the time of consideration, he is not locked up in 
the institution, and a person so considered if he is already locked up in the institution. 
If a person is not already in the institution, the burden is on the government to prove 
clearly that he is a danger. If a person is already in the institution, the burden appears 
to be on him to prove that society is reasonably safe if he is released. It appears to me 
that the two different criteria are not strictly comparable. The law seems to demand a 
weaker criterion to retain a man when he is locked up at the time of determination 
than when he's not locked up at that time. In effect a person must be more dangerous 
to be committed for the first time than to be kept longer when he's there at the time 
of possible re-commitment.8 

Ultimately the diagnosis of "Defective Delinquent" (which in effect is the decision 
to commit the individual indefinitely to what is basically a preventive detention facility) 
is made judicially by a judge or by a jury. However, a prior diagnosis, actually a 
prediction, is made by the staff at the Patuxent Institution, and it is only when the 
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Institutional Staff concludes that the individual should be adjudicated a defective 
delinquent that the judge or jury gets the opportunity to make a judicial determination.9 

The Institution 
The Institutional prediction is based on a "clinical" appraisal performed during a 
period in which the individual evaluated resides at the Institution.10 The diagnostic 
study attempts to take into account any "relevant" past background or present factors 
which might bear on the prediction of aggravated criminal recidivism. As noted above, 
the statute does not specify what the probability of aggravated recidivismll (i.e. "clear 
demonstration" of "actual danger") should be before the examinee is diagnosed a 
Defective Delinquent. It is obvious that if the requisite probability is .98, there will 
be a far smaller number of individuals in the Defective Delinquent Category than if 
that probability were only .75. Perhaps the legislature was wise in not specifying that, 
perhaps not; however, without such a specification, there is room for interpretation as to 
what the probability should be, though the words "clearly demonstrate an actual danger" 
suggest that the probability be quite high. The virtually inevitable result of the 
ambiguity, namely overconservatism, has occurred at Patuxent, as will be seen later. 

The Institution also provides treatment, which is on a voluntary basis in that an 
individual does not receive special punishment if he does not participate. For practical 
purposes, however, to be released from the institution, he must participate. The 
treatment consists essentially of group psychotherapy, occasionally individual psycho· 
therapy. Additionally, certain administrative approaches provide incentives and 
punishments. 

These are called the "graded tier" system, in which an individual who can spend a 
certain amount of time without getting into trouble is "promoted" from one degree of 
restriction to another which is less onerous. There are four such levels. Disciplinary 
measures include demotion, solitary confinement, increased lock-up time, and other 
prison discipline methods. In addition, operating as incentives. opportunities for 
acquisition of educational and occupational skills are provided at the institution, as 
well as social service aid, outpatient followup, and a halfway house. 

Note that treatment is not specified as to dosage but is provided on a continuing 
basis. There is no "course of treatment" for comparison purposes. Beyond "Defective 
Delinquent" there is no further publicly stated formal subdivision diagnostically as far 
as allocation of treatment is concerned; however, some inmates receive only group 
therapy while others receive both individual and group therapy. There is, in effect, a 
total treatment program which may vary from one inmate to another. 

If a person fails to "progress," he may be retained indefinitely at the institution until 
he does. As far as can be determined, the institution does not make a diagnosis of 
"hopeless case"; nor is it clear whether treatment would be discontinued if such a 
diagnosis were made by the staff, nor whether attempts would he made to transfer him 
out of the institution. 

Evaluation 
As was noted above in considering the logic of diagnosis, the clinical method of evalu
ation is essentially valueless as a method for making comparisons in a systematic or 
scientific manner. Because it is mysterious and authoritarian by nature, it allows no 
independent means of verifying a diagnosis. Clinical diagnoses are thus intrinsically 
unreliable. Furthermore, everyday experience suggests that experts can differ in their 
diagnostic impressions of a case. \Vhich, if any, of the experts who disagree is the 
"right" one? In addition, clinicians, unless they have an exceptionally systematic turn 
of mind, do not tend to follow up on cases in order to ascertain how accurate they have 
been in their diagnostic predictions and to improve their methods. The writer has 
never seen in a psychiatric service organization a follow-up conference in this field 
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analagous to the pathological conferences in general medicine. Such method tends not 
to be psychiatric style. Furthermore, such a systematic follow·up tends to lean toward 
objective decision-making and to undermine authoritative or clinical decision-making. 
In a way it is by nature anticlinical and is likely to be eschewed by clinicians. 

The clinical method, however, has been used at Patuxent throughout its 18-year 
history, and despite the subjectivity of the method iI~ any given case, some observations 
can be made regarding its overall employment in groups of cases. We will examine three 
areas of functioning in the Patuxent operation. They are I) the mnsistency and stability 
of inmate population and staff diagnosis throughout the years, 2) the accuracy of 
diagnosis, and 3) the effectiveness of treatment. Certain inferences can be formed 
regarding institutional performance despite problems which might exist in evaluating 
the evaluations of any individual case. 

Let us first consider the consistency and stability of the population of individuals 
evaluated at the institution and of staff approaches to evaluation. From 1955 through 
mid-1973, 2,098 individuals had been diagnosed by the institution staff. 12 32fi additional 
persons had been admitted for examination during the time interval, but their cases, 
for various reasons, had not been diagnosed. The 2,098 individuals were referred by the 
courts to the institution after conviction and sentencing. There is no necessary expec
tation of homogeneity in those cases which were referred hy various judges over an 
18-year span. However, it can be assumed that there was some homogeneity in that 
judges would tend to refer cases they considered to show a strong likelihood of 
aggravated recidivism. These are non-psychiatric evaluations. however. by laymen who 
are unfamiliar with the psychiatric aspects of making recidivism predictions. 

Those diagnosed DD by the institution staff are expected to he a highly homogeneous 
group, of whom almost all would have been expected to commit an aggravated criminal 
act if given opportunity to do so. Those diagnosed non-DD would be expected to be 
less homogeneous. However. because of uncertainties in making the determination, one 
would expect some aggravated recidivism on the parts of those diagnosed non-DD. 
(Since the legislature provided only two diagnostic possibilities and since the indications 
for a positive DD diagnosis are strong ones. the doubtful residuals go into the non-DD 
class. Obviously, the more reluctantly the staff assigns the DD label. the greater will be 
the expected offending- in the non-DD group.) 

There are some indications of a lack of hom~eneity and of the employment of 
different diagnostic criteria (as well as different referral criteria by \faryland courts) 
during different periods in the institution's history. 

Perhaps considering a simple dichotomy, namely the early years VS. the late years, 
is the easiest approach to appreciating this difference. I n the first 10 years of Patuxent's 
existence, 1,101 examinees were diagnosed. Of those, 821 (82 "positive" cases per year 
from a total of 110 diagnoses per year). or 75%. were regarded by the staff as DD's; and 
280, or 25%, were diagnosed non-DD. In the last 8 years 1.007 indi\iduals were diagnosed. 
Of those, 556 (71 "positive" cases per year from a total of 123 diagnoses per year), or 
55%, were diagnosed DD, while 451, or 45%, were diagnosed non-DD. Thu~ in later 
years fewer individuals constituting a smaller fraction of those admitted for evaluation, 
have been diagnosed as defecti\'e delinquent than was the case in former years. That 
fact alone may imply differing criteria for referral to Patuxellt, possibly roupled with 
different diagnostic criteria on the part of the staff. (It is. of rourse. also possible that 
the only difference was the staff's changing its diagnostic criteria.) 

Interestingly. however, there have been other changes suggesting lack of homogeneity 
in the evaluation population. In the first 10 years 72fi men received court hearings 
after they had been diagnosed DD by the Patuxent staff. Of these. 595. or 82%. were 
adjudicated DD by the court or jury while 131. or 18a~" were not. In the last 8 years 
507 men received hearings and 459. or 91 '.'~, were adjudicated DD, while ,18. or 9%, 
were not. Thus when a higher proportion of examinee\ were diagnosed DD hy the staff, 
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the court concurred with fewer of the di~ROSeS, while when a leSller proportion of 
examinees were diagnosed DD by the .tall, the courts were more nearly in agreement. 

We have not yet established whether tfte Ceut'tl, tk iftstitutional .t.ff, _ both, were 
changing their criteria. Some data, however, s~t that both the referrin~ courts and 
the staff have changed criteria, and ~rb. the coarts and juries that hear the defective 
delinquent proceedings have lOO. Th". in the tnt five yean' operation of t~ institntMm 
(1955·59) only 41 % of the individuals referred to Patuxent for evaluation had Been 
sent there after a conviction for a crime ~atnst the penon (murder. robbery. aS8ault, 
and rape), while from 1970 to 1972 the proportion se. after cOllviction fut'" such a 
crime was up to 71 %.13 The average sentences ~ven to the examinees for the immediate 
pre-referral crimes in the first five yean were lfts than half what they Wfl'e in the 
1970-72 period. i.e., 4Y2 years as <ipinst 18 yean. ThllS tlte ilRplication is that the average 
case sent to Patuxent in the latter pericki was a ~ lIfl'ious Cate than the average Mle 
sent there in the former period. Yet despi~ the -..n .erious lIatwre of t~ c~ a 
smaller proportion was diagnowd _ defectiw det~Ht by the "atuxent Ita«. l'1le 
most reasonable explanation appean to be that tM OMII'ts haw ~Il tendi~ more 
serious cases to Patuxent, while the iAititurion's ~nostic 5ta« has a"" been far more 
restrictive in recommendatiollii regarding defective deli~C'y. ~nce the percentage 
of agreement with the institutional recomrMndations by courts and juries has recent!)' 
been higher than before. it is suggestive that courts and juries making those adjudications 
are also more restrictive than they were formerly. 

The rising crime rates over the years. along with increased numbers of serious crimes, 
explain why. if judges refer the most serioui cases to Patuxent. the severity of crimes 
and sentences has increased in PatuxeRt referrals. It does not. however. explain why 
there have not been many more referrals to the institution. If criteria are the same as 
before. greater numbers of crimes should mean greater numbers of criminals. both 
milder and more severe. and therefore more referrals to Patuxent. Yet there weren·t. 
Indeed. it appears that if the institution has ever been filled to its 6OO-bed capacity. it 
has not remained that way for I&~. It almost seems as if an informal quota system 
exists in which the referrals to the institution skim off enough of the relatively worst 
offenders in the system to fill the institution lo a certain point. and that the quota
filling system is independent of the !lev~rity of the criminal <l{'ts of the individuals 
involved,· 

One other difference between the early and the late groups is their racial composition. 
The early group of referrals was 74';0 white to 26';~ non-wh1te (mostly black). The 
latter group of referrals wall 44% white to 56"'0 non-white. a dramatic djller~nce. 

The above differences are interesti~ in theJnsdv~. perhaps. bw in the comext of 
treatment evaluation they poae fundam.ental problerM. If two popwlatio", available for 
comparison are different both before and after ~ application ~f tf'ea~t measures. 
there is no way to know whether applirlltten of the lMaSU~5 f\as It"d to the later 
difference. Comparisons between early POPUlllttoM at Patuxent and present populations 
do not necessarily indicate anything ()ther than that the pop\datiom wtre different to 

• Since the initial writin~ of the paper I h4rW ..... t~ """,,t_in te •• Ida thiP ~"epctrt f)f 
Commission to Study Changes and ... ~ of ~tertion toe- "lIt8'IM!IM ....... ~.tw-r 9. 
1965. to Governor J. Millard Ta~." It indicaln rtlat "III 19&4 .... ~ of '.""eAt 
appearcd immincnt the Co"'miw~r of Con'IICtiOlll .~. lit! ~ 1ft-. _ pri_ 
systcm" (p. 21). The Commi~ "_iced ~ l~tMn in lilt ,......., fII ~ rd~ t() 

Patuxent hv the courts and SlI~ tltlM _ of eM J~ al? ...,.~ of the Iilllircd capacit'l' 
of Patuxent and are t'xerd~ing reMraint ill .-kiA« ~T1Ils" (p. tl). 'TPIIkr litis tillttt quota 
the Commissioner naturalh' tended to Kiw con~h« weitllht. til makiflg ttle !!election. to 
the protection of the puhli{' against dangct'om I1lffi w1lo migtlt ot~rwit br relea!W'l1. The ~sult 
was that in the opinion of the Director of 'alttxmt _ n~n ~red frOM th~ priSOl'l s'I'Sl.em 
tended to be predominantl\' of the mol'C Iwrdefted _t.n ~ k)-.- t ..... Ivera~ J'I'~cts 
for SlI{T{'ssflll treatment" (p. 22). 
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start with. Any set of diagnostic or treatment measures which might have been relevant 
to the earlier group are not necessarily relevant to the latter group. Expectations as to 
outcomes in the latter group based on experience with the earlier group may be erroneous. 

One final note 011 change in criteria for referral: it is obviously self·defeating from 
the standpoillt of the purposes of the law. Either the courts and the institution were 
accurate in fulfilling the law previously, or they are accurate now, or they have not 
been accurate at either time. In any case, change in criteria neither serves justice nor 
is it consistent with proper public policy. 

The thillking of the institution staff also shows lack of specific consideration of the 
law. Thus all evaluations of the Institution's performance have been in terms of 
criminal rl'Cidh,ism; these evaluations ignore the statute's aim, the prevention of 
aggrll1'llted criminal recidivism, a significantly different criterion. Furthermore, the staff 
has, de facto, but without published consideration of the implications of alternative 
policies, decided on the meaning of the statutory words, "reasonably safe for society to 
terminate the confinement." Decisions to send inmates out into the community on 
parole or a ,imilar program short of total release, but nevertheless free from confinement, 
seem to have been made at a 35·40% recidivism (not aggravated recidivism) level. Dr. 
Boslow speaks of "calculating success in parole in terms of not committing a crime"14 
and mentions a figure of 35';;,. Dr. Hodges says "The current finding that 37 per cent 
of 156 parolees had new offenses suggests the Patuxent staff is maintaining consistent 
criteria for granting parole."I:; Although the "reasonably safe" language of the statute 
may mean a 35% recidivism rate, one would feel more comfortable had there been 
discussion of consideration of alternative policies as well as some rationale for selecting 
this particular one. In some ways it almost appears as if the staff used implicit criteria 
for parole, and the figures came out to 35% recidivism level without any prior considera· 
tion of cut·off levels. One wonders whether if the staff had tried for a recidivism level 
of 20';~, or of 50%, they would have been able to modify parole criteria and achieve it. 

As indicated abow, the criteria for placing cases into diflerent diagnostic categories are 
important insofar as they wntrilmte to homogeneous D·T-O ultegories. The diagnostic 
staff at Patuxent faces two separate problems germanc to homogeneity of D-T-O 
categories. The diagnostic problem of the first kind is that of prediction according to 
the statute. \Vhate\er be the patterns of obsen'ation that lead to the conclusion, the 
diagnosis of defecti\'e delinquent must be homogeneous with respect to the outcome, in 
that persons so diagnosed and not incarcerated or otherwise restrained commit what 
are essentially crimes of actual or potential personal injury, i.e, crimes of violence, 
shortly after they are so diagnosed. Furthermorc, individuals diagnosed not defective 
delinquent must be homogeneous with respect to outcome, in that persons so diagnosed 
and not restrained do not wmmit crimes of violence. 

Both are simple D-T-O categories in which treatment controllablc by thc evaluator 
is nil. Thus, these arc D-O categories. Howcver, since it is apparent that individuals 
may commit violcnt crimes for many different reasollS, it is very likely that diagnoses 
of both "defecti\'e delinquent" and "not defective delinquent" are disjunctive diagnostic 
concepts. That is, patterns a,b,C ., ,or d,e,f ... , or etc., would indicate defective 
delinquency, while patterns t,u,V ... , or w,x,y .... or, etc., would indicate non-
defecti\c delinquency. 

The second diagnostic problem faced by the staff is that of developing D-T-O cate
gories with re'pe( t to the treatment possibilities that are or might bc ofiered at the 
institution. One would not be surprised if there were conjoint or disjoint D-T-O 
categories. One would hope that there would be different (ategories for the different 
kinds of treatmelll modalities, The notion "defenive delinquent" may be quite useful 
as a predictive cOllcept without being at all useful as a conLcpt upon which to base 
treatment deLisions, or indeed the deci,ion whether or not to treat at all. 

\\'e are immediately faLed with an imuperalJle problem. Becausc thc evaluations 
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are "clinical," there is no way to determine the criteria used by the staff in order to 
arrive at the prediction that an individual evaluated is likely or unlikely to commit a 
potentially injurious crime. Thus there is no way to know the reproducibility or, in 
effect, the reliability of such judgments. Although a clinical diagnosis surely is based 
upon processing of information presented by the examinee and his records. with a 
subsequent weighing (i.e., ascribing relative probative importance to different aspects) 
of the information, no objective means exists to insure that the weighing of the facts 
is the same by different clinicians or on different occasions. 

The non-objectivity of clinical determinations does not necessarily render them 
invalid, but it does render impossible appropriate comparisions of cases on the basis 
of anything but the clinical judgments. 

Nevertheless, possible criteria do exist to evaluate such clinical predictions_ Two 
approaches are possible. First is to evaluate people completely. then expose them to 
conditions which check the criteria. In the case of Patuxent the procedure would be to 
evaluate a number of men thoroughly as to whether or not they were defective delin
quents and then to expose both the men who were diagnosed defective delinquent 
and the men who were diagnosed not defective delinquent to non-constrained condi
tions of society. The criterion of evaluation would be the homogeneity of each group 
with respect to committing or not committing potentially injurious (rimes. (Note that 
the criterion is not uncontaminated itself. Not only do some potelltially injurious crimes 
go undetected, but also, ascertaining to what degree the different allegations of the facts 
of an offense reflect the facts as a group of unbiassed observers might see them. and from 
that inferring the degree of potential in jury, is a highly judgmental job. In any case 
that process is one potential approach.) 

Another potential approach is for someone to try to evaluate the clinicians' evalu
ations to try to ascertain how in fact the different considerations were weighed by the 
clinicians and to tryon that basis to render predictions more objective. The ultimate 
criterion for evaluation, however. namely that of exposing individuals with the two 
diagnoses DD and non-DD to conditions of society and recording the potentially 
injurious crimes committed by both groups, would still be necessary. 

The two major problems in such studies are I) such an evaluation requires con
siderable ouput of resources and is beyond the fiscal capability which has been allocated 
by the Maryland Legislature to the Patuxent Institution: 2) if an individual were 
evaluated as likely to commit an injurious crime. under the statute he could not be 
released except by a court order. and judges would surely be reluctant to release into 
the community a potentially dangerous indi"idual. 

Nevertheless there are some pertinent data at Patuxent. though they seem to have 
been collected more by accident than by design. ,\1 any men have been judged by the 
institution staff as defective delinquents but not so regarded by a judge or jury. '\Iany 
of those individuals have been released into smietv. and there has been some opportunity 
for follow-up e\'aluation. Therefore some data are available on those diagnosed as 
defective delinquent. and thus information is available on "false positive" diagnoses. 
I am not aware of follow-up studies on those diagnosed not defective delinquent. so 
that unfortunately no information is available on "false negative" errors of diagnosis. 
a rather important shortcoming. 

'Ve turn to the first problem of diagnosis. How accurately does the staff determine 
whether individuals will commit aggravated crimes if gi,'en the opportunity to do SO?t6 

The nature of the question of an uracy of prediction in the context of the institution 
raises problems of evaluation. Oln'iously the only way to tell whether or not a person 
will commit a crime if given the opportunity is to give him the opportunity, Rut over 
80% of individuals (oncerning whom that predidion was made were not given the 
opportunity, because they were retained in custody at the illStitu!ion, Of (ourse. gi,'en 
reasonable number, of case,. a sample of one case in fi\'e can prmide an extremely 
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precise appraisal of some characteristic of a given population, provided the sample is 
suitably represelltative of that population. 

'Vere the one in five who were judged likely to commit aggravated crimes, but who 
were not retained at Patuxent because courts or juries did not adjudicate them as 
DD's, a representati,'e sample of the total populations considered by the institution 
to be DD's? The best method to obtain a representative sample is by random selection. 
It is ob"ious that no effort was, or could have been, undertaken to select randomly 
those men diagnosed DD who would not be adjudicated DD in coun hearings. The 
next best method of obtaining a representative sample is by randomization within a set 
of strata into which the larger population has been divided. It is obvious that such a 
procedure could not have been undertaken either. Indeed, no measures could have 
been taken fl priori to insure representativeness of such a sample. 

The best that can be done post facto is to compare the sample with the entire 
population according to a set of characteristics, and to ascertain the similarity on that 
basis. Although it is likely that considerable data are available for evaluation on this 
approach, the only published data 17 indicate that the court·committed DD's are rela
tively similar in IQ to those staff-recommended to be DD's, but they tend to be a bit 
different in age (younger) and age at first conviction (younger), both of which factors 
tend to mitigate in the direction of recidivism, and in number of prior convictions 
(fewer) and length of sentence for the immediate offense (shorter), both of which factors 
lean in the other direction vis-a-vis recidivism. The writer knows of no way to form a 
comparative expectation of recidivism for the two groups. On one hand it is possible 
that the expected recidivism, either general or aggravated, is the same for both groups; 
on the other hand it is possible that the expectations are different. Indeed the expec
tations may even be different with respect to different kinds of recidivism (i.e., "plain" 
vs. "aggravated") in either direction for either group. The unfortunate situation is 
that any guess is but a speculation. The only way to study such differences is to obtain 
proper empirical facts, which are now unavailable. 

A further complication is that predictions sometimes end up being made for a distant 
future. A man may well be diagnosed DD, not adjudicated as DD by the court, and 
then sent back to prison to serve out his sentence. He may be in prison for years before 
he is exposed to the community and to criminal opportunity. Although long-range 
divination may be possible, it seems rather unreasonable to ask a diagnostician to 
predict what another human being will do in a few years, particularly when the 
experience he will undergo between the time of diagnosis and the time of proving is as 
unpredictable and varied as the prison experience. It is also desirable that all the 
predictions be for the same time range. Although it may be possible to make predictions 
which for some individuals mean only a few months' anticipation and which for others 
mean years' anticipation, that task too appears to me to impose unreasonable burdens 
on the diagnostician. 

To this point we have concentrated on those persons diagnosed DD by the staff. 
There remain those diagnosed not-DD by the staff. In contrast to those diagnosed DD, 
those diagnosed not-DD are much more likely to be exposed to criminal opportunities 
in the community within a reasonable time after diagnosis. After such men receive 
negative DD evaluations from the staff, they are retumed to prison and handled the 
same as other prisoners, so that many probably attain reasonably early releases. An 
observer would, of course, expett some aggravated criminal recidivism on the part of 
the non-DD group, depending on the cut-off point for the DD-non-DD diagnosis. In 
any case, informatioll on past-release recidivism and aggravated recidivism might be 
helpful in assessing diagnostic effectiveness of the staff. 

As noted above, the present writer so far has not been able to obtain any follow-up 
data on these individuals. For whatever reason, this critical information is not available. 
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No way exists, then, to evaluate the effectiveness of the staff's diagnosis of not defective 
delinquent. 

To return to what the data show with respect to those who were diagnosed DD: One 
main source of information is Dr. Hodges' study,lS He compares three classes of those 
diagnosed DD by the institutional staff and subsequently released to the community 
for at least 3 years or until re-incarcerated. The three classes are 1) those not adjudicated 
DD by the courts, called the "Untreated Group"; 2) those adjudicated DD hy the 
courts initially hut later released by the courts against the institution's advice, called 
the "Partially Treated Group"; and 3) those released by the institutional staff, called the 
"Fully Treated Group." The criterion that is used to e\'aluate the three groups is 
"recidivism," i.e. being convicted of a criminal offeme of a severity sufficient to warrant 
reporting to the FBI. (The data on a handful of cases, those charged with an offense 
without the final disposition's being known, may be eliminated.) 

According to Dr. Hodges, 95 of lIS, or 81%, of the "Untreated Group" were recidivists, 
while I I I of 156, or 71 %, of the "Partially Treated Group," and 57 of 156, or 37%, of 
the "Fully Treated Group" also committed new offenses. (There is some ambiguity 
in the article about the last group. It was mentioned that 31 men "had to return to the 
institution for further treatment," so that it is possible that the proper figures for the 
"Fully Treated Group," in order to ensure 3 years' exposure, should be 57 of 125, or 
46%. The two figures seen to represent the outside limits.) 

Dr. Hodges notes further that some of the recidivistic crimes committed by the various 
groups were misdemeanors (and thus not aggra\ated crimes), while some of the felonies 
were property offenses and some were personal offenses. On the assumption that only 
personal offenses represent aggravated crimes (indeed, it is likely that even some 
personal offenses are not aggravated), we recompute Dr. Hodges' figures. Thus 39 of 
ll8, or 33%, of the "Untreated Group," 30 of 156, or 19%, of the "Partially Treated 
Group," and 15 of 156, or 10% (or at the extreme 15 of 125 or 12';0)' of the "Fully 
Treated Group" committed aggravated crimes. 

Dr. Boslow presents some figures lg regarding recidivism concerning the same cases as 
Dr. Hodges as well as some additional cases. These figures do not distinguish personal 
offense felonies, but represent only total offenses. He differentiates among those indi
vidauls who have been released against the staff's advice by courts, of whom there are 
two groups, one with and one without conditional release experience, and those who 
were discharged fully after three years' release to the community on parole status. To 
summarize his figures, 83 of 186, or 45%, of those without release experience, 39 of 100, 
or 39<;'0' of those with release experience, and 10 of 135, or 7~~, of those fully discharged 
after three years' parole, committed new offenses. (If the proportion of personal offense 
felonies to total offenses is the same as in Dr. Hodges' group, about % of those 
numbers represented aggravated crime recidivists.) 

These data indicate that in a mlljority of cases in which the diagnostic staff predicted 
that an individual would commit an aggravated or violent crime, they were in error. 
The number of false positive diagnoses of defective delinquent is greater than the 
number of true positives. Diagnostic accuracy and precision must be severely called into 
question by such a large number of false positives. 

The question must be raised as to whether the present diagnostic process is an asset 
or a liability. 'Vould as good or better results be obtained by declaring e\'eryone to be 
admitted to the institution to be a DD. or by using some simple criterion like declaring 
everyone with 4 previous felonies and a present offense against the person to be DD? 
Surely one wonders whether the diagnostic process has done a better job of predicting 
aggravated criminal recidivism than would a random assignment of DD diagnoses. Of 
course, without data concerning the fate of those declared non-DD, the questions are 
unanswerable. 

In any case, from the standpoint of homogeneity of the diagnostic classification, the 
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fruits of the diagnostic process at Patuxent are disappointing. A 33% level of homo
geneity is in the writer's view an unsatisfactorily low performance. And 33% represents 
the highest level of aggravated crime commission noted in these groups. In some ways 
the diagnostic process might be thought to be even worse with respect to men already 
in the institution, for only 20% of those recommended for retention in the institution 
have gone on to commit aggravated offenses. Perhaps the discrepancy is that the diagnostic 
staff has interpreted the law in such a way as to use different standards to evaluate those 
inside the walls already, from the standards used to determine whether or not a person 
should enter in the first place. More likely is that the staff is more conservative in 
judging people already there than in judging those who might enter. 

The staff's diagnostic accuracy is perhaps no lower than that of other forms of clinical 
diagnosis. But the real issue in any diagnosis is not the affixing of a label for statistical 
purposes. It is the utility of the diagnostic classification for decision·making purposes. 
And that utility depends on the stakes. In a hypothetical situation in which, of 100 
people in a diagnostic class, 40% would die within a week if they were all untreated, 
while only 10% would die if they were treated, and the treatment had no side effects 
other than costing fifty dollars, a person in that class would be foolish not to take the 
treatment. However, if three·fourths of those treated ended up blind, everyone in the 
class would have reason to consider gambling. When the stakes are high, homogeneity 
and predictability become much more important. 

In a situation in which a likely consequence of receiving a diagnosis of defective 
delinquent is incarceration of four years or more, 33% does not appear to the writer 
to be a sufficiently high homogeneity figure to warrant continuing use of the diagnostic 
process as a basis for making such decisions. Its continued use, however, is not surprising, 
but rather typical of institutional conservatism. The fact is that mistakes of false nega· 
tive (i.e., a man declared non·DD commits an aggravated crime) are called to the 
attention of the diagnostic staff ("Why did they let him out?"), while false positives are 
undetected because they are retained in the institution. There is virtually irrestistible 
pressure on the staff to consider doubtful cases to be DD's and to retain them. As a 
result the false positives multiply in such institutions. 

What about the second problem of diagnosis, that is, diagnosis as a basis for assigning 
treatment? From published records it does not appear that diagnosis is used at the 
Center as a basis for applying different treatments. There seems to be no indication of 
any within·institution formal diagnostic classification that leads to different treatment 
for members of the different diagnostic classes; that is, there are no intra·institutional 
D·TO categories. There must be some kind of basis for making individual treatment 
assignments, since some inmates receive group psychotherapy and some receive indio 
vidual psychotherapy; however, it appears to be an informal. ad hoc assignment system, 
rather than one based on systematically recorded experience. The same seems to be 
the case for decisions regarding an individual's changing tiers or going out on work 
release, etc. Several people are involved in the decision·making process, but the decision 
rules are not formalized and are perhaps variable from case to case. 

Next, the efficacy of the treatment program should be surveyed, for despite its limita· 
tions the system may work. Certainly many people believe that it does work. Implicitly 
the logic of their argument, which uses the figures cited above, is that individuals 
diagnosed defective delinquents are homogeneous. They are treated in different ways, 
some receiving treatment in the institution and others receiving no treatment. Differences 
in recidivism are the criterion and are a function of the treatment. The logic is a 
standard inductive one. 

Two basic problems call in question whether this logic in fact models the situation 
at Patuxent. First is the question as to whether thme individuals diagnosed DD by the 
institution and not committed by the court are homogeneous with those diagnosed 
DD by the institutional staff and committed by the court. As noted previously, no clear 
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evidence on the point is available; there is no way to tell from the present data. 
Surely, though, if the groups are not homogeneous, the differences shown by Dr. Hodges20 

on Chi·square testing may be merely a reflection of an initial difference between the 
groups, and not a result of the treatment program. 

The second basic problem is that of the many post·diagnostic differences between the 
groups. Disregarding such issues as dosage of treatment, or group vs. individual psycho
therapy, or the limitations upon the benefits of psychotherapy to a person with an IQ 
of 79 or below (one-fourth of the Patuxent population has an IQ of 79 or below21 ), 

other differences exist between the groups. Such things as different atmospheres in 
different prisons, different lengths of time under incarceration. differences between 
the graded tier system and other administration arrangements. different personnel·to· 
inmate ratios, differences in availability of social services, differences in parole follow·up. 
differences in total money spent per inmate, and the differences between indeterminate 
sentencing and determinate sentencing, all tend to differentiate between the two groups. 
Which if any of those factors or combinations of factors is responsible for the differences? 
Without further systematic studies, there is no way to determine that. Speculation alone 
does not give a sufficient answer. 

One other datum presented is worthy of further comment. namely the 7% recidivism 
figure for those individuals who have been on parole status from the institution 
uninterruptedly for a period of three years. That is seemingly an impressive figure. 
However, the real problem, again, is the lack of a control group for comparison. For 
it is well known that recidivism tends to follow early upon an individual's release from 
prison custody. There is very little criminal recidivism after three years. Thus any 
individual discharged from any institution who can last for a period of three years 
without recidivating has a good chance of continuing indefinitely without committing 
another crime. It seems very likely that little difference would exist between any group 
which has survived parole 3 years and the comparable group from Patuxent. Surely 
data are potentially available on this point. 

Finally, a vital question is that of the degree to which operation of the defective 
delinquency law constitutes crime prevention. Dr. Hodges22 compares the number of 
recidivists in the DD diagnosed group with an expected number derived from the 
experience with the men who were declared DD by the institution staff but not 
officially adjudicated as such. He found some 263 actual recidivists among a potential 654 
recidivists, or a reduction of 391 individuals. He estimates that the group of 391 
individuals, plus an estimated 109 or more from 5 more years' operation of the statute. 
might have committed well over 1500 crimes. which were therefore prevented by the 
operation of the law. Well might that number have been prevented. 'VeIl might they 
not have. No one can know. Yet it is also obvious that even more crimes could have 
been prevented if the entire group had been incarcerated permanently! Surely crime 
reduction is laudable and something to strive for strongly. Yet society must also be 
aware of the costs of crime prevention. And if that cost of preventing certain crimes is 
the deprivation of fundamental liberties of some people. the cost is too high. Society 
may well be better off tolerating many crimes than paying that kind of price to 
diminish them. 

Summary 
The Patuxellt Institution and the Maryland Defective Delinquency law were conceived 
in response to several extremely important community needs and correctional require
ments: to reduce violent crime by preventively detaining potential offenders and by 
rehabilitating offenders through treatment, to provide decent and humane conditions 
for offenders so that their incarceration can be of benefit to them. and to do both in 
an institution staffed by experts in human mental functioning and correctional rehabili
tation, so that a true therapeutic atmosphere might exist therein. 
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The law and the illititution are iNpired 8y two fundamental assumptions: first, that 
})6}'(:hiatrists can predict, .y means of a "clinical evaluation," which offenders will 
rttidivate and whicn ones will not; second, that piychiatric therapy has advanced to 

the point that it bas something useful to .... er in the t~atment of offenders. 
The present writer has tried to e'lCplicate the lotic of evaluation of treatment programs 

through the basic coocept ol the ~»-tre&tment·outcome category. Diagnosis is a 
sub-category of the larp D-T'() cat~ry. The eva.hution of any treatment program 
depends upon systematic and controlled experience given appropriate categorization 
of individuak. 

The experience of the Patuxent Institution k.i.s not demonstrated its effectiveness. 
Its fundamental limitation lies in diagnosis: tbe institutional staff has been known to 
have made false-positi~ diagnostic t'Trors to the extent that well over half the individuals 
incarcerated there .ay not have beeft properly retained according to the terms of the 
statute. No data have been ~nted publicly which might bear on the question of 
fahe negative diagnostic errors. 

Certain data indicate that the more participation in the institution treatment 
progralll is undergone by group' of inmates, the lower is their criminal recidivism rate. 
The problem of evaluation of these data is the absence of adequate controls for the 
differences among the various groups. Thus it is virtually certain that there are 
differences in recidivism among the difierent groups whose data are presented. It is not 
known to what extent those differences are a function of initial differences among the 
groups or a function of subsequent differences. whether treatment or other. 

Although certain types of research have been undertaken at the Patuxent Institution. 
it is apparent that the entire approach to the diagnosis and treatment issue has been 
that of a service-oriented organization rather than that of a scientific research organiza
tion. Whether through lack of facilities. lack of scientifically trained research personnel. 
lack of time. or whatever. the result has been that at this time. some 18 years after 
the inception of the facility. many unanswered questions remain about its true capability 
and accomplishments vis-a-vis its fundamental mission. On one hand there are indications 
that it is a poor performer with respect to diagnosis. and on the other hand indications 
that it may be helpful with respect to cutting ftown recidivism. Yet the problems have 
not been researched systematically. and easily-obtainable. important data have either 
not been sought or have net been presented w that outsiders may have access to them. 
As a result there Clln only be uncertainty ili to the deKTee to which the organization. 
and indeed the law behind it. d. the job. 

o,InioM W hco_.U •• 
It is the writer's opiDion that in tbe present state of the art of psychiatry. it is 
impossible to predict future violent criminal behavior with precision. Inevitably. 
therefore, in any such endeavor. many mistakes will be made both in releasing indi
viduals who will subsetjuently CODllllit viokut crimes and in retaining individuals who 
would not commit violent crimes. The present author believes that even with the 
best of predictive medtods. tQQ lIlan)' aistal.es will be made to warrant the use of this 
kind of pcevetMivl: detenliga •• ft t.Me grou. that the cost to society is greater with 
IUch a law tltan without 0R0r. Others aay have diilerelH opinions about this somewhat 
arbitrary ascription of values in a radler nebu16uI and difficult-to-test situation. 

Thtre is no real C4MntioR, bowenr, that t.l\e dinical method of evaluation is an 
inferior method of pr~K:tioll to the we &f ob~t.n measures and regression equations 
with cut-oj{ points. Besides being lIIyst.erious. relatively unreliable. alld subject to 
changes in deciJion critf:ria from ti~ to time. it has on almost every occasion. when 
tested against objective methods of )H'tdiction. COUM! out second best."" The clinical 
method can and shoukl be dropped ai the method of predicting aggravated recidivism. 
(This doe, not melioR that II. clinical examination cannot be a part of an objective 
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evaluation. It merely means that the ultimate decision procedure should be objective.) 
In any case, every diagnosis should be put in the form "It is predicted that ... " with 
a percentage figure given. Merely affixing a diagnostic label is inadequate. 

It is, of course, recommended that the easily available data regarding the possibility 
of false negative staff diagnoses be researched, as well as the similarities and differences 
among the groups with different recidivism rates. 

Also recommended is further research into the indeterminate sentence and its effects 
on the inmates of the institution as well as on the public. The assertion that inde· 
terminacy provides more therapeutic motivation to an inmate than does the potential 
reward of earlier parole from a maximum-length sentence ought to be tested in view 
of the notorious short-sightedness of many offenders. It surely ought not to be taken 
for granted as the major important therapeutic motivation. 24 

Surely one would think that if the program at Patuxent can prevent criminal recidi
vism among the worst criminal offenders in Maryland, it should have some beneficial 
effect if applied to less serious offenders in other prisons. Perhaps the indeterminacy of 
sentence is the critical factor, so that a therapeutic program would not work in a 
maximum sentence prison, yet the possibility that it might should be considered. 
However, systematic controlled studies of the different diagnostic and treatment factors 
must be undertaken as a preliminary to any further application of any program to 
large numbers of people. 

Thus in the aggregate, because of the limitations of diagnosis, it is recommended thai 
the indeterminate sentence be eliminated. On the grounds that the observed differences 
in recidivism between those individuals subjected to the treatment program and those 
not so subjected may in fact be because of the treatment program, the institution should 
be retained to continue to attempt to rehabilitate difficult offenders. The highest 
priority, however, should be given to systematically evaluating the effects of the various 
diagnostic and treatment factors. 
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